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“Crosses for Life” Send a Powerful Message
Spirit and the Blessed Mother, not mine”
said Joan Zikowitz, parishioner at St.
Michaels in Augusta, and a volunteer for 40
Days for Life. Joan and crew jumped into
action and made wooden crosses.

Next, they sought out high traffic areas to
place the crosses. When their choice
locations weren’t approved, their pastor,
Fr. John allowed them to display on the
side lawn of St. Augustine’s Church in
Augusta. The crosses were placed on
display November 9th.
Joan has agreed to be the keeper of the
crosses, “until the Lord has other plans.”
Joan’s goal is to find other highly visible
A few years ago, while visiting St.
Augustine, Florida, Joan Zikowitz’s husband locations to move the crosses around.
saw a very powerful display of crosses, on a Thank you, Joan, and crew for
remembering the innocent lives lost in
well-traveled road, placed in an open field
Maine each month. We appreciate your
with a sign stating the number of abortions
taking on this project!
that happens each month in Florida. That
got Joan wondering, “Has anyone ever
Approved, highly visible locations wanted
thought of a ‘crosses for life’ display in
for future displays! Please contact Sara at
Maine?” We loved the idea!
MRLC@MaineRightToLife.com
What happened next was even more
awesome! “This is the work of the Holy

Maine Right to Life is looking for

LEADERS and ACTIVE MEMBERS to form
Chapter Groups in their Community.
We are seeking people who value life—in all its forms, to come
together, learn about the pro-life movement, interact with our
decision makers in Augusta, and become strong informed
advocates for life.

If you are interested in changing hearts and minds and
are ready to do something about it, please
contact us NOW!
MRLC@MaineRightToLife.com
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I Survived 9 Launched in Lewiston
In the summer of 2019, Maine Right To
Life, the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Portland, the Christian Civic League,
Concerned Women for America, and
many other churches and volunteers
throughout the state of Maine worked
together to collect signatures on two
petitions to repeal physician assisted
suicide and taxpayer funded abortion.
Gordon Davis, of Lewiston, joined the
cause as a member of the Knights of
Columbus.
As he stood on the sidewalk outside the
Basilica of Saints Peter and Paul in
Lewiston, a thought came in a simple
sentence: I survived nine. It caused him
pause, as he pondered the connection to
the petition drive. “Yes – I survived nine
months in my mother’s womb. I knew
this as basic 8th grade biology,” said
Gordon, “but what about this phrase?”
The timing of the concept and the
signature gathering activity at hand, gave
Gordon pause: “Was this a message
from God? And what was I supposed to
do with it? I thought of the babies being
aborted and realized the need for people
to acknowledge the truth about human
life. I felt a call for there to be a solidarity
movement for the unborn.”

Council at Holy Family Church in
Lewiston. His brother Knights like the
idea. At that point a solidarity
movement with the unborn was born.
With the blessings of the council,
Gordon got to work developing the logo.
“God led me to a man at church who
had a friend from college in Michigan
who is a graphic designer”, explained
Gordon. Sarah Ward – a mother, who
liked the idea, collaborated with Gordon

Getting traction around the idea took
some time. Much as the signature effort
failed, Gordon’s initial attempt to get
support for his idea failed. But Gordon
did not lose his resolve. A year passed
and Gordon got to talking with some of
the men in his Knights of Columbus

Knights of Columbus Council #10019 left to right:
Brian Labrecque, David Gervais, Ray Martineau,
Gerry Poulin, Robert Roberge, Ray Laplume,
Gordon Davis, Dylan Labrecque, and Dan Lake.

and his wife, Claire. The logo created was
her first attempt.
A church supper was held to raise some
“seed money” to promote the cause.
Gordon’s pastor, Fr. Daniel Greenleaf, of
the Prince of Peace parish in Lewiston,
decided to dedicate the entire month of
October 2021 to promote and seek God’s
blessing upon the I Survived 9 campaign in
each of the five churches in the diocesan
cluster of churches.
Our nation is on the cusp of overthrowing
Roe V Wade. There is no better time to
promote the prospect of a Post-Roe Maine,
where resources once used at taxpayer
expense to abort a pregnancy could be
re-directed to save precious innocent lives
and support pregnant women, motherhood,
and promote a culture of life.
Maine Right to Life would like to thank
Gordon and Claire Davis for generously
donating I survived 9 bumper stickers.

Made in Maine, enjoyed everywhere.
419 US Route 1 Scarborough, ME 04074 207-883-4897
www.lenlibby.com

Become a Patron Donor and Maine Right
To Life will send you a free I survived 9
bumper sticker.
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Despite Cold, Strong Support at Hands Around the Capitol
January 15, 2022 – Augusta
Amid the frigid temperatures with wind
chills that brought temperatures below
zero, loyal Pro-Life supporters and
Maine lawmakers came out to this
year’s Hands Around the Capitol
Event. It is Maine Right to Life’s
biggest event each year, and
attendees come year after year, each
personally connected to the Roe V
Wade decision. This year, especially,
hope
warmed the
air by the
prospect
that Roe V.
Wade may
soon be
overturned.
Because of
the cold,
the march
was shortened. Maine Right to Life
printed 50 programs, and more than
200 people showed up. Bishop
Deeley led the prayer, which all
attendees said together. Next, Maine
State lawmakers led attendees to the

Supreme Court Justices are not
elected by the people and hold their
position for a lifetime. Reversing the
decision, brings the issue back to the
legislature, where elections are held
every two years. At last – Pro-Life
supporters will have a stronger, more
powerful, local voice.

Liberty Bell, where Rep. Bradstreet
rang the bell 49 times, as Rep. Arata,
and Sen. Keim placed 49 roses – one
rose under the bell for each year
since Roe V Wade was decided.
The press was on hand, asking
questions about the impact the
impending supreme court ruling could
have on Maine, should Roe
be reversed. The answer:
Not much. Maine laws are
already in place to pick up
where Roe V. Wade drops
off. However, allowing
abortion policy to be returned
to the states, allows policy to
be better aligned with public
opinion.

F.A. Cole Delivers a Message of Hope, Healing, and Redemption
October 9, 2021—Portland, ME
The brave and courageous FA Cole
was Maine Right to Life’s keynote
speaker this year. FA poignantly
engaged convention attendees with
her life story, which included sexual
molestation, rape, female genital
mutilation, abortion (three of them),
the awesome power of redemption,
and physical and spiritual healing.
Today, she is an award-winning
humanitarian, activist, speaker,
mother, author, and a child of God.
She sends a bold message to

women globally that abortion is against the will of God,
and that, because of His grace there can be peace
beyond the sorrow. For any woman who is post-abortive,
FA Cole’s newest book: The Children Who Never Were
will lift you up. Convention attendees each
received a signed copy of her book.
As Maine Right to Life seeks to launch a
Heal Maine initiative for 2022, FA Cole’s
story and the stories of many post-abortive
women are powerful. Abortion causes
emotional, physical, mental, and spiritual
pain. It need not haunt a woman for the rest of her life.
FA Cole’s book, so beautifully written, offers a powerful
message of healing to women.
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Judy Icenogle Receives Prestigious Patricia DeGrinney Life Award
human life at all stages and seeks to
prevent fetal remains from being
combined with medical waste that ends
up in landfills.
Precious Innocents would like every
human life to have a dignified,
respected, and proper burial. For the
past few years Precious Innocents has
offered free cremation for miscarried
babies born before 20 weeks of
gestation. Precious Innocents wants to
expand its mission to cover babies lost
through abortion as well.
Judy Icenogle of Winslow, Maine was
awarded the Patricia DeGrinney Life
award for 2021 at the Maine Right to
Life convention in October 2021.
The Life Award is presented to a Maine
citizen aged 12 – 100 years old who
consistently demonstrates compassion,
leadership, and service for Maine’s
unborn babies, their moms, the
handicapped, and the elderly. The
Maine Right to Life board of directors
accepts nominations of candidates, and
the board votes for the award recipient.
Icenogle was called to her Life work
back in 1996, when her daughter
learned she was pregnant with four
babies. At 4.9” and barely 90 pounds,
doctors were concerned she couldn’t
carry all four babies. When they
recommended a selective reduction
procedure, which would end the lives of
the two boys and increase the chance
of survival for the two girls, the parents
refused. Instead, they put their trust in
God to decide the outcome.
Thirty weeks into the pregnancy, four
tiny babies were born, and one by one,
grew strong enough to leave the
hospital and join their older sister and
parents at home. Today all four are

This past year, Judy Icenogle, working
with precious innocents, brought a bill
As parents and grandparents adjusted to the Maine legislature: An Act to
to life with quadruplets and an older
Provide Dignity for Fetal Remains.
daughter, they became a conversation She worked hard finding a bill sponsor,
piece, and similar stories emerged.
contacting lawmakers in both the
Judy decided to form a group of friends house and the senate, getting people
who would pray in front of abortion
to submit and testify before the
facilities. Afterwards they gathered in a committee ----- all by way of Zoom. On
bakery for coffee, donuts, and
the day that all the Pro-Life bills were
conversation. The group grew and they being heard, her bill had the most
learned of several other women who
people testifying.
had been told by doctors that their
Like so many bills, this bill died in
children, if carried to term, would be
severely handicapped, mentally and/or committee. But like so many bills –
they get re-introduced. No doubt, Judy
physically, based on a variety of
reasons. While these doctors believed will not quit! She is an inspiration in
many ways – get your friends together,
what they were saying to be true,
nonetheless, parents were prepared to engage with legislators, took a
deal with whatever problems their baby courageous stand, trusted in her
presented – and were, instead, blessed creator, and never lost sight of the goal
to always honor human life.
with healthy children. Judy
acknowledges that not all parents are
Congratulations to Judy!
blessed with healthy babies, and
doctors don’t always get things wrong.
Women face difficult decisions. While
others lose babies due to miscarriage
or stillbirth.
alive and well!

Eventually, Judy got involved with
Precious Innocents. Today, she is a
board member of their organization.
This non-profit foundation values

